In the linear models practicals we used the R function lm to fit linear models. The aim of this assignment is to demonstrate how to compute least squares parameter estimates using the so-called QR method and how this method can be implemented in R. The QR method is the default procedure used by the lm function.
Since the lm function provides a lot of features it is rather complicated. So we are going to instead use the function lsfit as a model. It computes only the coefficient estimates and the residuals. Now would be a good time to read the help file for lsfit. Note that lsfit supports the fitting of multiple least squares models and weighted least squares. Our function will not, hence we can omit the arguments wt, weights and yname. Also, changing tolerances is a little advanced so we will trust the default values and omit the argument tolerance as well.
Let's get started by examining the input of lsfit.
> args(lsfit) function (x, y, wt = NULL, intercept = TRUE, tolerance = 1e-07, yname = NULL) NULL
The arguments we will need to include in our function are the data matrix x, the response vector y, and the logical flag intercept (indicating whether or not an intercept term should be included in the model matrix). The intercept argument should have a default value of T.
Next we fit a least squares linear regression model to some random data just to see what output the function produces. Important: make sure to run the next three commands one after another otherwise you won't get the same numbers as I do for the rest of this assignment.
coef residuals intercept qr "named" "numeric" "logical" "list"
What we see here is that the output is a list with elements named coef, residuals, intercept and qr. According to the help file for lsfit, the coef element is a named vector containing the coefficient estimates, the residuals element is a numeric vector containing the residuals, the intercept element is a logical value indicating whether or not an intercept term was added to the model matrix, and the qr element contains a list summarizing the QR decomposition of the model matrix. The qr element is only useful for advanced purposes so we won't bother making our function return it.
Step 1: Formatting the Data This step is actually pretty easy. Basically, all we need to do is prepend a column of 1s to the data matrix x if intercept is true. This is accomplished by using the conditional statement if and the function cbind. Note that we use a capital X for the model matrix and a lowercase x for the user specified data matrix.
A shorthand way of doing the same thing is
since intercept is already a logical value. It will also be useful to let n and p be the dimensions of the model matrix.
Step 2: Computing the Coefficient Estimates with the QR Method
The idea behind least squares is to find β so that the sum of squared residuals
is minimum. This can be rewritten in matrix notation as
where
denotes the 2-norm of the vector z. We can solve this problem easily using the QR decomposition of the model matrix X. The QR decomposition of a matrix X is a representation of X as the product of an orthogonal matrix Q with dimension n × n and an upper triangular matrix R with dimension n×p. Orthogonal matrices have the useful properties that
The trick then is to substitute the QR decomposition of X into equation 2 then pre-multiply both terms by Q T .
The second equality holds by property (ii) and the last equality holds by property (i).
Now lets consider what we have. The first term Q T y is a vector with n elements. The second term is the product of an upper triangular matrix R and a vector with p elements β. For the 5 × 2 example used to create the object fit on the first page this looks like 
Thisβ thus minimizes the sum of the squared residuals given in equations 1 and 2.
So how do we do this in R? Start by using the function qr to compute the QR decomposition of the model matrix X (for this example I have assumed intercept = TRUE so that X <-cbind(1, x)).
> qr.X <-qr(X)
We can then use the utility function qr.Q to extract the Q matrix from the QR decomposition of X. Recall that the Q factor in the QR decomposition of X is supposed to have dimension n × n (in this example 5 × 5). The reason the computed Q only has 2 columns is that 99% of the time we only want the first p elements of Q T y (in this case b 1 and b 2 ) and the remaining columns of Q are not necessary for this calculation. We can compute the first p elements of Q T y with the command > t(qr.Q(qr.X)) %*% y where t is the matrix transpose function and %*% denotes matrix multiplication. Store the first p elements of Q T y in a vector b.
Next, use the utility function qr.R to extract the R matrix from the QR decomposition of X.
> qr.R(qr.X) x [1,] -2.236068 -0.2649672 [2,] 0.000000 -1.9687137
Store this output in a matrix named R. Now we have the R and the b in equation 3. All that's left is to solve for β. You could write your own function that solves forβ 1 then plugs that value back in and solves forβ 0 but luckily R has a function named backsolve that does this for us. Use the following command to solve forβ.
Store this output in a vector beta. You'll probably want to use the command > beta <-as.vector (beta) to remove the matrix attributes from the computed beta. Finally, lets use lsfit to verify that we have in fact computedβ correctly.
> lsfit(x, y)$coef Intercept X 0.5007207 -0.1796403
Yippee!
Step 3: Compute the Residuals This step is way easier than step 2. The residual for the i th data point is given by the formula
This can be written in matrix notation as res = y − Xβ and can be computed in R as follows. Store the residuals in a vector named res then use the command > res <-as.vector(res) to remove the matrix attributes from res.
Step 4: Format the Output
In step 2 we computed the coefficient estimates and stored them in a vector beta and in step 3 we computed the residuals and stored them in a vector named res. Now we want to do some basic formatting then return these vectors in a list.
The first thing we want to do is put names on the coefficient estimates. If the model contains an intercept then the first coefficient estimate should be named "Intercept" followed by "X1, "X2", etc. If the model does not include an intercept then the coefficients should be named "X1", "X2", etc. We can accomplish this with the following R code.
if(intercept) { beta.names <-paste("X", 1:(p-1), sep = "") beta.names <-c("Intercept", beta.names) } else { beta.names <-paste("X", 1:p, sep = "") } Now add the names to beta. > names(beta) <-beta.names > beta Intercept X1 0.5007207 -0.1796403
The residuals vector res is already in the format we want so there is no need to make any changes to it. We finish up by putting everything in a list which is to be the return value of the function. 
Assignment
Your assignment is to write a function of a data matrix x, a response vector y and a logical value intercept that implements the procedure described in steps 1-4. The function should require at most 30 lines of R code. If it is much longer than a page then you are probably doing something wrong. Verify that your function computes the correct estimates by comparing your output with the lsfit output for 2 examples, one with intercept = TRUE and one with intercept = FALSE. The data matrix used in each example should have at least 2 columns.
